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Cloud in the Public Sector:
The Long Term View ...........
A Consolidated Data Centre Estate

- A significant reduction in the numbers of Operating Data Centres.
- High Levels of the remaining infrastructure Virtualised.
- High levels of automation and common management tools.
- Cost and Complexity reduced.
- Multiple Private (or Community) Clouds Exist.
G-Cloud Assets and Services

• Wholesale change to the approach of Public Sector ICT delivery.

• Many common or utility applications exist such as email and collaboration tools.

• To Impact Level 2 (IL2) applications are delivered from trusted elements of the Public Cloud, as first choice.

• At IL3 (Restricted) applications are delivered from one of the many Private Clouds within the Public Sector Network.
The Applications Store

• The Application Store for Government is the Open Marketplace for ICT.
• The ASG contains both Certified Services and a competitive ‘Sandpit’ for innovation.
• Products and Services are delivered at the “Latest Best Price”.
• Procurement is performed in advance, so solution selection is legal, simple and performed with confidence.